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Willie Green provided what’s been missing lately: Some real scoring punch off the bench. With the 
Knicks swarming Josh Smith and Joe Johnson someone else had to convert chances. Marvin 
Williams did it in the first half and Green (15 points, 6/7 FG in fourth quarter) did it late. 

•

“Me and Joe have been doing so much, fatigue sets in a little bit,” Josh said. “Whenever you can get the 
energy off the bench, especially the offensive power like Willie did tonight, it’s definitely needed for this 
ball club. For us to have the momentum and confidence flowing into the postseason we need our bench 
to keep consistent like all year long.” 

•

Green stretches the floor and his pace and purpose complement Josh and (especially) Joe’s more 
deliberate styles. Maybe that’s not so great Green is not making shots but it’s just what the Hawks need 
when he’s hot. “I was trying to stay aggressive,” he said. By me staying aggressive, they started to go 
down. Then another one goes down and another one goes down and the next thing you know you have 
got it going.” 

•

Green sat with the back and hamstring injuries for so long you might have forgotten half game behind 
Indiana for fifth place in the East. “There are some people on our heels trying to catch up and we are 
trying to do the same to others,” Josh said. 

•

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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